
VAN SITEBOX
Model No: CSB 35              Part No: 7637440

Thank you for purchasing this CLARKE Van Framelock Sitebox, which, if used correctly, will provide you
with many years of trouble free service. Please read the following notes carefully.

GUARANTEE
This CLARKE product is guaranteed against faulty manufacture for a period of 12 months from
the date of purchase. Please keep your receipt as proof of purchase.
 This guarantee is invalid if the product is found to have been abused or tampered with in any
way, or not used for the purpose for which it was intended.
Faulty goods should be returned to their place of purchase, no product can be returned to us
without prior permission. This guarantee does not effect your statutory rights.

Your Site Box is provided with a separate Frame which should be securely bolted to the floor of your van,
as described below. When mounted in the frame, the site box must then be secured to the frame using
the padlock supplied.

Supplied also are keys for the anti-drill barrel lock. It is not possible to remove the keys in the unlocked
position. This is a safety feature which prevents the user from forgetting to lock the box when attempting
to remove the key. DO NOT leave the lid open with the lock in the locked position. The lid could drop and
cause irrevocable damage to the lock.

The lid is held open by a  stay which must be disengaged before lowering the lid is possible. NEVER allow
the lid to drop under its own weight as this could damage the lock. ALWAYS close under control.

Spare keys should ALWAYS be available and kept in a safe place. Blank keys are available from your
Clarke dealer, quoting part Number DACSB3501. Your High Street locksmith should then be able to copy
from your spare key.

INSTALLATION
Mark out the holes for mounting the frame, using the frame as a template.
Ensure there is sufficient room to open the lid. If room is tight, the MINIMUM distance for the  rear holes from
a wall or bulkhead is135mm....from the side, the minimum distance is125mm.

Ensure that no damage is possible to van components....
check beneath the floor etc., before drilling holes.
Bolt the frame to the floor with suitable fixings (not supplied),
in the manner shown in the illustration.
Locate the box with the lugs on its underside located in the
holes in the frame, then push the box backwards to secure
the box to the frame.
Holes are provided in the frame and box which will now
coincide so that the padlock may be inserted thereby
locking the box to the frame.
The Site Box is essentially maintenance free, although, it is
recommended that the lock be lubricated periodically with
a suitable lubricant. (WD40 or equivalent)

Should it be necessary to change the complete lock, replacements are available from your CLARKE
dealer, quoting part number DACSB3502, or, a Yale P21 70mm disc or similar is suitable.
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